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TITLE OF CASE STUDY: Latte Love – MilkPEP Case Study 

 

BUSINESS SITUATION: 

The demand for milk has consistently and slowly declined, and has fallen by 10% (294 million 
gallons) during 2005-10. Consumers’ stomach size has remained flat over the last decade yet 
the composition of beverage consumption has changed.  One of the ways to have a positive 
impact on milk demand is by emphasizing milk consumption outside of the traditional 
standalone glass. The opportunity for growth is the impact that potential complements can play 
in milk consumption.  Today, Coffee/latte is the complement that represents the largest net 
positive driver of milk consumption. Additionally strong coffee sales provide a unique opportunity 
to remind users to add milk to their coffees for delicious latte treats. 

 

CAMPAIGN SUMMARY: 
The key target audience for the program was women age 25 to 54. The campaign intercepted 
potential shoppers across coffee and milk aisles leveraging News America shelf talkers to 
remind them to add milk to their baskets for delicious homemade lattes enriched with all the 
nutritional benefits of milk. Additionally, a promotional program provided shoppers with desktop 
and mobile entry platforms to engage in a win a ‘latte lovers essential kit’. We engaged key Milk 
bloggers to seed our message, spread the ‘latte love’ and build advocates. Facebook provided a 
unique engaging experience to the target audience thus leading to exceptional engagement 
results. 

 

BUSINESS OBJECTIVE: 

The objective was to increase milk sales by reminding users to add gallons of milk to their 
shopping baskets for nutritious and delicious homemade lattes. 

 

 Analytically the goal was to increase milk volume sales by 0.7%* 
 
* Baseline milk volume sales account for 96% of total milk sales.  Marketing activities account 
for 4% of total milk sales. So a 0.7% increase in milk volume sales would result in a significant 
increase in incremental milk volume. 

 

MARKETING STRATEGY: 

One Drink. Latte Reasons 

 

The Latte Love program targeted latte drinkers with a new way to look at their daily latte – as a 
healthy beverage instead of an indulgence or treat. This program continued the brand/category 
efforts to educate consumers on the health benefits of milk in a relevant, whimsical way.  
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Through prizing, engaging how-to videos, in-store shelf talkers, a Facebook platform & mobile 
engagement, Milk was able to reach consumers through a relevant yet unexpected ways. 

 

RESEARCH CONTRIBUTION TO CAMPAIGN SUCCESS: 

 

DIY Coffee 

Syndicated and proprietary social media research proved that the recession has made 
consumers reset their behavior by doing more things at home.  Coffee houses, such as 
Starbucks and Duncan Donuts, leveraged this at-home trend by selling their popular coffee 
brands at retail, enabling consumers to make coffee house quality lattes at home. This 
represents a significant growth opportunity for the coffee category. 

 

Unrealized Benefits  

Studies showed that consumers are looking for easy ways to gain health benefits through their 
food & beverage choices, however, consumers don’t perceive lattes as providing any real health 
benefits.  Consumers instead think of them as more of an indulgence or a treat. The reality is 
that the milk in lattes provides nine essential nutrients your body needs every day, including 
calcium, vitamin D and protein.   

 

Milk leveraged these societal shifts and coffee trends to educate consumers on the health 
benefits of drinking lattes with milk. 

 

The Latte Love program ran between 9/11 to 10/10 and exceeded all program benchmarks: 

 Public Relations activities resulted in 35MM earned media impressions (140% of goal) 

 Online advertising resulted 28.2MM impressions and accounted for 38% of new Facebool 

likes 

 The Facebook page added over 1,400 new fans per day (46K total) representing a 358% 

growth during the campaign period as compared with the pre campaign baseline growth 

between 8/7 – 9/10 

 The campaign engaged 14.5K active users per day (421K total) representing a 320% growth 

rate growth during the campaign period as compared with the pre campaign baseline growth 

between 8/7 – 9/10 

 The promotion resulted in 234K entry submissions (exceeding previous program entries) 

o Mobile accounted for 20% of all promotional entries 

 Latte Love achieved a 1.03% lift in milk volume sales representing a total of 1.08 MM 

gallons of incremental milk sold across the 13K participating stores during the 4-week 

promotion period 

o To put these volume numbers into context 

 That is enough milk to fill two Olympic sized swimming pools 
 Nearly 15% of the total milk used by Starbucks in their lattes during the same 

duration 
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RESEARCH CONTRIBUTION TO CAMPAIGN DEVELOPMENT: 

 

“Morning Drink” was how the concept was presented to Consumers 

 

 Initial research using a wide variety of data sources such as NPD study, Syndicated data 

(Simmons & MRI), Third party research reports such as Mintel were used to identify the 

upcoming trend of “doing more things at home” and rising coffee sales for in-home 

consumption. 

 This was further explored using proprietary social media text mining algorithms 

developed within Draftfcb to understand breakfast occasions and the role played by milk 

vs. competitive breakfast beverages.  

 Going beyond the standard positive/negative sentiments, we were able to understand 

key conversation categories and emotions expressed around the category.  

o Emotion mining models rely on about 500 key terms in English language each 

used to express a unique emotion such as love, hate, fascination, surprise, 

delight, etc… 

 Such deep dive social media (conversational category and emotional mining) research 

provided a unique perspective to further develop three different creative executions.  

 The three creative executions were further vetted using a robust copy testing process. 

Respondents were asked to rate their answers on a scale of 1 to 10, with 8 and above 

as the response for high level of agreement. 

 ‘Morning Drink’ was chosen as winning creative as it scored highly amongst the female 

latte consumer segment (58% and higher across all questions below). 

 More appealing (interesting, believable, enjoyable and meaningful) 

 More informative (descriptive and conveys new information) 

 More likely to change behavior (learn more about latte benefits, replace 

traditional coffee with lattes, and drink more lattes at home) 

o Morning Drink’ was also the most likely concept to convince female latte drinkers 

who do not make lattes at home to start making (53%) and drinking (65%) more 

lattes at home 

o This concept also rated highest by moderate (68%) and light (39%) latte 

consumer segments increasing their likelihood to replace their traditional cup(s) 

of coffee with lattes 

 

Latte Love at Home 

 In order to bring our strategy to life  we had two tasks: 

1. Educate consumers on the nutritional benefits of milk in lattes 

2. Get consumers to make lattes at home 

 We engaged key Milk bloggers to seed our message, spread the ‘latte love’ and build 

advocates 
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 We used celebrity Maggie Gyllenhaal in print ads to seed our message and further our 

credibility  

 We created a promotion where consumers could win a latte lovers essential kit every 

hour for 30 days 

o The Latte kit included: A Bodum milk frother, Torani vanilla syrup, Starbucks 

Coffee, A Free milk coupon, A Latte love mug and vanilla latte recipe 

instructional booklet 

 Consumers entered the promotion by answering a short, fun, educational quiz via 

Facebook 

o A text to win option at retail enabled consumers to enter on-the-go 

 Additional tactics include the execution of Shelf Talks at retail location to communicate 

the nutritional messaging. A QR code triggered a whimsical ‘how to’ video that showed 

how easy it is to make lattes at home 

o The same video was also tagged and available on Facebook and YouTube 

 Targeted ads on Facebook enabled consumers to ‘like’ or visit the milk page and share 

the experience 

 

 

 


